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California Nevada Annual Conference 

Board of Ordained Ministry 

Candidacy Assessment Form  
 

Candidate:         Assessor:       Date:      
 
In a few paragraphs, please describe how you have come to know the candidate,  
 
 
 
 
for how long,  
 
 
 
 
 
the strongest gifts the candidate brings to ministry  
 
 
 
 
 
 
and the gifts that could be strengthened. 
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For each area listed below, read the descriptions and then mark along the continuum the position that best describes the pastor (“x” or “|”). There are no 
“correct” answers. Feel free to give brief, specific comments/examples in the space above the continuum line.  Make no mark if you do not have enough 
information to assess the candidate in a specific area. 
 
1.   Demonstrates personal integrity. 
 Sometimes vague and indirect    Clear and appropriately direct     Sensitively clear and direct 
 Sometimes seems less than candid   Truthful, candid       Earns trust readily 
 

          

 
2.   Cultivates self-awareness. 
 Lacks self knowledge     Aware of strengths & weaknesses    Knows and accepts self   
 Does not seek feedback     Often seeks feedback      Consistently seeks feedback 
 

          

 
3.    Hones skills in written and verbal communication. 
 Sometimes hard to follow    Communication is clear      Communication is compelling 
 Communication is often vague    Thinking is well organized    Thorough, appropriate, to the point 
 

          

 
4.   Commits to life-long learning. 
 Rarely attends workshops    Often participates in workshops     Attends and leads workshops 
 Reads to some degree     Reads and studies regularly     Applies learning to life 
 

          

 
5.   Demonstrates a vital spiritual life. 
 Low spiritual energy     Demonstrates spiritual depth     Inspires others spiritually 
 Rarely shares recent spiritual experiences  Shares current journey      Models life in the Spirit 
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6.    Thinks in theological terms. 
 Has difficulty articulating theology   Engaged in theological learning    Clearly articulates own theology 
 Lacks depth of theological thinking   Exploring theological issues    Committed to Wesleyan theology 
 

          

 
7.   Models and invites commitment to spiritual development. 
 Little reference to spiritual disciplines   Practices spiritual disciplines    Inspires others to practice 
 Not active in spiritual formation        Participates in spiritual growth retreats   Leads spiritual growth retreats 
 

          

 
8.   Emphasizes compassion and seeks justice for the poor, lost and marginalized. 
 Supports compassionate ministry   Participates actively in outreach ministry  Leads compassionate outreach ministry 
 Some contact with community    Reaches out to community               Actively engages poor, lost, marginalized 
 

          

 
9.    Works effectively with others 
 Rarely asks for help or input     Seeks collaborative opportunities   Creates collaborative opportunities 
 Too controlling or too passive    Balances support and leadership   Knows when to take authority 
 

          

 
10.  Deals proactively with conflict. 
 Struggles with self-management    Recognizes volatile situations    Graceful and calm under pressure  
 Becomes defensive when criticized   Listens and thinks carefully    Acts with courage and integrity 
 

          

 
11.  Articulates and interprets God’s movement in the life of the faith community. 
 Seems out of touch with the congregation  Notices congregational issues    Leads congregation’s development 
 Not deeply engaged with the congregation  Addresses congregational issues          Inspires congregation to meet challenges 
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12.  Proclaims God’s good news with passion and inspiration. 
 Preaching is less than inspirational   Preaches well     Preaching is passionate and inspirational 
 Preaching is not always relevant   Preaching addresses current concerns   Preaching is visionary and challenging 
 

          

 
13.  Preaches and models faithful stewardship of gifts and resources. 
 Rarely preaches on financial matters   Preaches on stewardship   Models tithing 
 Apportionment giving not emphasized  Encourages generosity in all things   Challenges congregation to tithe 
 

          

 
14. Equips others for leadership and ministry. 
 Provides minimal leadership training   Engaged in leadership training   Leadership training is high priority 
 Tolerates less than effective leaders   Identifies and addresses training needs  Builds team of effective leaders 
 

          

 
15.  Works to increase participation/attendance at worship and congregational events 
 Sends an email     Sends an email and makes a phone call   Constantly works to create a “buzz” 
 Minimal follow-up with visitors   Personally contacts visitors    Supports follow-up by members 
 

          

 
16.  Reaches out to people outside the church 
 Mostly focuses on current participants   Reaches out to non-church folks   Actively seeks out new relationships 
 Has few contacts outside the church   Engages in community groups   Well known outside church 
 

          

 
17.  Invites those outside the community of believers into a relationship with Jesus Christ. 
 Does not engage in these conversations  Leads people in faith journey    Inspires members to share with others 
 Struggles to articulate faith in the public square Shares convictions with unchurched    Regularly in the media on faith matters 
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18. Grounded in the knowledge of the Bible. 

 Rarely mentions the Bible in preaching        Offers multiple Bible study opportunities  Puts Bible at the center of ministry 
 Rarely offers Bible study          Uses the Bible extensively in worship   Connects the Bible to life 

 

          

 
19. Ministers with different age groups. 

 Uncomfortable with some age groups   Clearly enjoys children and youth  Very engaged with young people’s activities 
 Focuses on one age group    Spends some time with elderly and  Engages with a variety of adult activities 

          shut-ins 

          

 
20. Leads worship with joy and enthusiasm. 

 Leaves some dozing or distracted   Keeps your attention throughout  Makes you want to jump up and clap 
           celebration 
 Appears to be going through the motions  Calls for personal engagement in  Makes worship a dialogue with  
          prayer, etc.        congregation 

          

 
 
 
 
Record any other comments, sign and return completed form no later than ___________________________________  to  
 
_____________________________________, both U.S. mail and e-mail.  Thank you for your participation in this process. 
    
Your position: 
  
Your address:  
 
Your phone:  
 
Your email:  
 
Your signature: 
 

 


